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WASHINGTON— Guys Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko, Barnett Newman, Ad Reinhardt -- made Abstract 
Expressionism. Other guys -- Robert Rauschenberg, Jasper Johns, Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, James 
Rosenquist -- made proto-Pop and Pop Art, and still other guys made Minimalism, Conceptualism and the various 
isms of the 1960's. But girls made post-modernism. 
 
Well, I exaggerate. But not much. Women (now that we're serious) were crucial to the art movements of the late 
1970's and 1980's. At last. Especially in the realms of appropriation, media critique and photography used to 
dissect cultural practices and stereotypes. Barbara Kruger, Louise Lawler, Sherrie Levine, Cindy Sherman, Laurie 
Simmons and Sarah Charlesworth ventured into this territory relatively early. 
 
''Sarah Charlesworth: A Retrospective,'' the first mid-career survey of Ms. Charlesworth's work, is on view at the 
National Museum of Women in the Arts here. This show of 60 photo-works from nine series made from 1977 to 
1995 was organized by SITE Santa Fe in New Mexico, with assistance from the National Museum of Women in 
the Arts and the Museum of Contemporary Art in San Diego. 
 
The earliest pieces, from the ''Modern History'' series of 1977-79, are just as strong as they were 20 years ago. 
''April 21, 1978'' tracks a photograph of the kidnapped Italian Prime Minister Aldo Moro across the front pages 
of 45 newspapers in several countries. An Italian newspaper had declared him dead; Moro's abductors 
photographed him live, holding up that headline. (Later they murdered him and stuffed his body in a car trunk; 
that occasioned another trenchant photograph.) 
 
Ms. Charlesworth removed all the newspaper text except the mastheads, then rephotographed the pages. Most 
Italian papers carried the first photograph large; some gave it as much as two-thirds of the page. Elsewhere, local 
news won out: in Britain, a newborn royal got better placement and space. The Moro story moved across the 
world at great speed but with varying intensities, changing size, getting cropped and having to share space with 
diverse events. At times the photograph of Moro's wary face was replaced by a photograph of Italians looking at 
a newspaper with his picture, actually a report on news reception rather than news. 
 
Ms. Charlesworth's series says reams about the ways a global news network transmits and modifies information. 
She raises the complicated question of how newspapers (or any sources of news) decide what to report and 
emphasize, and how. ''April 21, 1978'' suggests that even the few images that are virtually the only culture shared 
across borders and continents probably have different meanings and resonances because they have been presented 
in such different ways. 
 
In a smart and jaunty essay in the show's accompanying catalogue, the critic Dave Hickey points out that these 
textless pages emphasize that a news page is composed of rectangles within a larger rectangle as surely as a 
Mondrian is and, for that matter, as surely as a museum gallery is. Most people tend to ignore the esthetic 
organization of the front page while consuming their unsweetened news and coffee. Boxes within boxes: it is 
useful to be reminded that museum spaces and picture frames have become so common and accepted an 
experience that few people are conscious of the setting 
 



Come to think of it, all those rectangles echo the predominance of rectangles in our world, probably a product of 
human evolution, gravity and the laws of physics. Human beings stand vertically on a horizontal plane, which 
makes the right angle crucial to us. The simplicity and strength of post-and-lintel construction were discovered 
early on, ensuring that rectangles would play a large role in human life. 
 
The rectangular book replaced the scroll in the West. Newspapers mimicked books, the photographic format 
imitated easel paintings. Mondrian not only painted a rectangular world but also theorized about the spiritual 
meaning of vertical and horizontal. Late in life he painted homages to the right-angled jazz of New York City. 
 
Mr. Hickey's observation about Ms. Charlesworth's series nicely situates the artist's commentary on the media in 
an esthetic realm, an advantage some of her pieces have over much of the conceptual art her work grew out of. 
It's worth remembering that esthetics and presentation, however little noticed, still count. ''The Arc of Total 
Eclipse, Feb. 26, 1979'' tracks newspaper photographs of a solar eclipse across 29 front pages in the northwestern 
United States and Canada. Here, Ms. Charlesworth makes clear that the perception of the same event differs from 
place to place because cameras seldom click at the same fraction of a second, editors present pictures differently 
and, even more tellingly, photographers (or any other observer) may see an event at slightly different times, places 
and angles. This is a literally moving commentary on time, point of view and perception. 
 
''Stills, 1980'' consists of four enlarged and rephotographed images of people in midair, jumping from buildings 
either to commit suicide or escape a fire; we are not told which. One woman, her face blank, floats gracefully like 
a becalmed ballerina. Another plunges down feet first, her dress flying up to reveal her behind and cover her head 
, rendering her even more anonymous than time, graininess and lack of identification can. I find these pictures as 
riveting and harrowing as primal fear. 
 
Ms. Charlesworth's later color work consists of single or scattered images on saturated color fields, highly 
lacquered, often paired with another framed image. Gorgeous as they are -- and they are gorgeous -- and smart as 
they sometimes are about, say, gender issues, the implications seldom seem as profound as her investigations of 
the transmission of information. 
 
Sometimes this work tries to express complex ideas about sexual desire, the interplay of nature and culture, or 
spiritual yearnings. The approach is reductive, taking iconic forms out of context and floating them on a sea of 
color; this is visually appealing but not always as rewarding on the second and third round. Photography is not all 
that good at expressing ideas that are more complicated than propaganda. Ms. Charlesworth's piece on Moro 
works partly because the series is so large that comparisons are built in. 
 
The five ''Objects of Desire'' series, with each item in them presented as a glittering object of desire in itself, 
cannot quite avoid the common problem that dogs critiques of cultural seductions. The obvious targets are 
advertising and film, which are already universally recognized as overplaying the sex card. The post-modern ploy 
of using pop culture to critique itself can bring art perilously close to glorifying what it intends to scold; and 
parodying or making pseudo icons of forms that are already exaggerated is a tricky business. Some years ago a 
group of enterprising literati published a spoof of Vogue magazine that fell flat because fashion copy that was on 
the level already sounded like a sendup. 
 
Like news pictures, Ms. Charlesworth's work will doubtless be received differently by different museum 
installations, different locales and different mindsets. I consider her in good, provocative form in the ''Renaissance 
Paintings and Drawings'' series, where she cleverly revises Renaissance works of art, but think her early 1990's 
pictures of magic tricks too easy a comment on how readily photographs lie. Ms. Charlesworth is obviously 
thoughtful; sometimes her art cannot quite measure up to her ideas. 
 
''Sarah Charlesworth: A Retrospective'' is at the National Museum of Women in the Arts, 1250 New York Avenue, 
N.W., Washington, through Sept. 27. The curators of the show were Louis Grachos, director of SITE Santa Fe, 
and Susan Fisher Sterling, curator of modern and contemporary art at the National Museum of Women in the 
Arts. It travels to the Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art, showing from Nov. 20 to Jan. 24, and to the Rose 
Art Museum at Brandeis University in Waltham, Mass., showing from March 25 to May 30, 1999. 
 
Photos: ''Trial by Fire,'' in the 1992-93 ''Natural Magic'' series in the Washington show, the first mid-career survey 
of Ms. Charlesworth's work; ''Birdwoman,'' a 1986 photograph by Sarah Charlesworth, on view at the National 
Museum of Women in the Arts in Washington. (National Museum of Women in the Arts) 
	


